
GABE EVENS, piano
assisted by

Drew Zaremba, soprano and alto saxophones
Aaron Hedenstrom, tenor saxophone  •  Joakim Toftgård, trombone
Jack Helsley, acoustic bass  •  Lupe Barrera, drumset and percussion

Anthony Corsaro, percussion

Wednesday, November 13, 2013          8:00 pm         Kenton Hall

PROGRAM

But Not for Me  (1930) ........................................... George Gershwin/Ira Gershwin
(1898-1937)/(1896-1983)

Recado Bossa Nova  (1965) ....................................... Djalma Ferreira  (1913-2004)

I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face  (1956) ..... Frederick Loewe/Alan Jay Lerner
(1901-1988)/(1918-1986)

The Real Deal  (2013) ............................................................Gabe Evens  (b. 1972)

Tico-Tico no Fubá  (1917) ................................... Zequinha de Abreu  (1880-1935)

Pivot  (2013) ..........................................................................................Gabe Evens

Yoko and the Spotless Spotless Clan  (2013) ........................................Gabe Evens
 I. Romance
 II. Dance

Plank and Slide  (2013) ..........................................................................Gabe Evens

Two hundred fifty-fifth program of the 2013-2014 season.
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But Not for Me:  From the musical Girl Crazy, this is a song about someone who is unlucky 
in love. This tricky arrangement features piano and bass.

Recado Bossa Nova:  This arrangement transforms a lovely bossa nova into a samba 
sandwich on montuno nine-grain bread. 

I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face:  From the musical My Fair Lady, this song is 
about someone who may be more in love than he realizes. This rendition is dedicated to 
my beautiful wife.

The Real Deal:  Inspired by my baby daughter, this solo piano piece has child-like melody 
and harmony at the beginning and end with more turbulence in between. It floats over a 
repeating metric pattern of 5-5-6-5.

Tico Tico no Fubá:  A Brazilian Choro piece performed with an Afro-Cuban feel for piano 
and percussion. This arrangement is inspired by Cuban pianist Michel Camilo.

Pivot:  Where is the balance point of order and chaos? “Pivot” lives between these two 
worlds both metrically and harmonically, and it will feature the tenor saxophone.

Yoko and the Spotless Spotless Clan:  This suite, inspired by wonderful family friends, 
will only present two of the four movments this evening.  Movement 1, “Romance,” is 
a dreamy ballad that begins with tense harmonic movement, which transforms to lush, 
comforting  sounds. The arrangement is inspired by Billy Strayhorn’s “Blood Count” and 
features tenor saxophone and trombone.  Movement 2, “Dance,” is an oddly phrased piece 
that is quirky but melodic. It features the soprano saxophone and piano and is played in the 
Danzón and Cha Cha Cha style.

Plank and Slide:  Plank and slide is the deft (and frustrating) motion made by a baby trying 
to get out of one’s arms. The melody slides over a cyclical bassline that resets every three 
bars followed by a brief repose. The solos might get a little dirty (like a diaper).
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